READING THE CHRISTIAN
SCRIPTURES:
A CRITICAL PEDAGOGICAL ApPROACH

ANNE Musso
-The issuE" for wlturnl \i'-orkers is ... to address how represemaHons are
constructed and taken up through social memories that are taugJr~, learned,
mediated, and appropria ted H'Uhin particular institutional and discursNe
fonm tiellS of fXJ"~r (Giroux, 1994, p. 45).

Abstract
Because religious beliefs and practices develop within an ongoing and
dynamic religious traditioning process tl,at is socio-culturally and
historically conditioned, religious representations - being shaped by
culture - are open to cultural critique, This raises challenging
implications for teachers in Catholic schools who are charged with the
transmission of institutionally -endorsed church t,,",chings. This paper
identifies some relevant insights and analytical frameworJrs. from tbe
worA of contemporary thooris ts i nstitu [ion in responding to this
challenge, Specifically. the paper focuses on a critical pedagog;ca/
approach to reading the Cnristian Scriptures; an approach ......hieh
encourages students to par!icipa te acr;;",ly in rhe ongOing Ca tholie
reUgious tradjtioning process.

Introduction
These words by Henry Giroux draw attention to a task
that cultural workers need to address; it is a task that calls
for critical political analysiS of the ways particular discourses
gain prominence within specific socio-cultural contexts and
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insti tu t ions. Giroux sees thi s type of activity being undertaken
within critical public culrures which he defines as 'those
spheres of daily life where people can debate the meaning
and consequences of public truths, inject a notion of moral
responsibility into representational practices, and collectively
struggle to change dominating relations of power' (1994, p.
22). By this definition educational sites, especially secondary
and tertiary institutions, are or have the potential to be ideal
'critical public cultures' in which to raise students' awareness
of 'how representations are constructed and ... taught'. And
because teachers are engaged in the transmission of culture,
it is appropriate to ackno,vledge them as 'cultural workers'
and to recognise the need for teachers to respond to the above
challenge issued by Giroux.
However. Giroux's challenge to cultural workers
(including teachers) may be an especially difficult one for
teachers of religion operating within the tradition of Catholic
religious schooling, for there is an expectation that these
teachers pass on to students knowledge of the dominant and
institu tio nally ~au t ho rised be liefs and practices of t he C atho lie
religious tradition/culture. Yet because religion is an integral
part of culture, and religious traditions and institutions are
important ' discursi ve formations of power'. religious
represemations also need to be subject to cultural critique.
This presents teachers of religion with atieasl t,vo additional
tasks: firstly of addressing how religious representations are
constructed and passed on in an ongoing traditioning process
shaped by and within particular socio-cultural and historical
contexts; and secondly, of critiquing the consequences of this
process.
Tools that help teachers of religion achieve these two goals
are found in analytical frameworks being developed by
contemporary.' theologians, and many of these are easily
appropriated in developing critical pedagogical approaches
towards secondary and tertiary religion studies. For example,
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the tertiary course Religious Experience and Texts (2000) - which
I first taught as a pilot programme in 1!l98 and which students
may now elect to study within teacher education programmes
at Central Queensland University - makes use of critical
analytical insights and pedagogical strategies that I have
gained from the work of contemporary biblical scholars.'
S pecificall y, the course focu ses on the read ing of
Christianity's scriptural texts, has been developed in an
Australian cultural context, and is designed to meet the needs
of future and current teachers of religion in Catholic schools.
In Religious Experience and Texts, the course challenges
students to appreciate the ongoing Christian traditioning
process as one in which some voices dominate institutional
appropriations of religious representations, while other
voices - from within the Christian tradition - are suppressed
and margi nalised. Feed back from students indicates that most
have responded well to this challenge, hence this paper
presents insights into the critical pedagogical approach
em p loyed in thaI co u rse.
I begin the paper by contextualising religion within
c u ltu re and stressi ng the need for those in vol ved in religio us
education to respect difference as heard in the multiplicity
of voices present in the Christian tradition. I then focus on a
number of key issues relevant to reading Christian scriptural
texts. with attention given to some pertinent questions being
raised by contemporary biblical scholarship. By way of
example. a feminist interrogation of two stories from the
closing section of Mark's Gospel (14:3-9 and 16:1-8) is
presented. Fina!ly. conduding comments highlight a number
of challenges that this work holds for teachers of religion.
Religious traditioning and culture
Human perso ns interpret experiences and texts
differently because each person looks at things through a
unique 'lens', a lens which develops with time in response
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to different life experiences. As the popular Australian
sociologist and author, Hugh Mackay, says:
~Ve

are a/j prisoners of .our experience, ......-hirh is another ~""ay of silJ'jng
tha t we bring all our yesterdays into today to tI}' to make sense of what
is hiJppening to us. Our disco\!eries, our learniIlgs, our decisions
gradually ellolve inro a recognisable patrnn, a framework. or a
'worldvi f'w·. Once tha t frame~...'.o-rk has begun w de . .·elop, ~-L-..e tend to see
the ~""orld in a highly subjectj".·e and selecHTr'e way, becausE' we see j{
through the filrer of our mn ~·"icHons, .our own pnJudices. OLlr own poin f
of I'iew (1993, p. 294).

Using the language of poststruclural disc ourse analysis,
Mary McClintock Fulkecson talks about this meaning making
process in terms of 'intertextuality' which 'in its simplest
sense has been used to indicate that the only way readers
can make sense of texts is by virtue of the other texts they
have read' (1994, p. 165). But, changing our perspectives and
readings is possible, as Mackay acknowledges, 'because life
never stops bringing us new experiences to incorporate into
the patterns created by the old' (1993, p. 294).
For example, do you remember your personal
ci rc umstances an d reactions when yo u hea rd that Pri ncess
Diana had died? What kinds of responses did Diana's death
evoke in you and in others? Did Diana's death alter or modify
opinions of her? Significant events or experiences sometimes
change people's perspectives of previous happenings: these
are then reinterpreted. In turn, this gives rise to new stories
and new understandings of 01 d stories.
The same process occu rs in relatio n to religious
experience. People tend to compare their religious
experiences and reactions! responses to these with others.
While some understandings or interpretations may be
supported widely, others qu ickly become issues for
discussion and debate. Different readings emerge from
different groups, and slOries are shared among groups and
passed on from one generation to another. Inil u enced by the
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perspectives and worldviews of different people and cultures
from different times and places, the stories are created anew.
The development of religious storying is a dynamic and
o ngo ing tradi tio n ing process that is cu It u ral Iy, socialJ y and
historically conditioned: that is, religious beliefs and practices
are shaped by/within contexts that are socio-culturally and
hist orically specific,
Giro u x po ints out that the way 'reali ty' is represented is
not natural or innocent: it is informed by politically motivated
ideological perspectives. Giroux says, 'ITI he politics of
representation ... has become ind is pensa ble for
understanding how politics reaches into everyday life to
mobilize particular lived experiences, desires, and forms of
agency' (1994, p. 3). Religious representations, including the
Christian Scriptures (New Testament) and the interpretations
and re interpretations 0 f them since the first century. do no t
escape the influence of politically motivated ideological
d iscourses, therefore they are nei ther politically innocent or
'natural'. Many different comm unities of people have
contributed to this religious traditioning process, and
changing historical! social/cultural conditions, including
new knowledges and worldviews, have led to different
experiences, interpretations and understandably, different
theologies (cf Giroux. 1994, p. 17). In 0 ther words, 'with in
Christianity a sp iral of contextually-specific and
ideologically-underpinned stories, understandings, customs,
beliefs, rituals, teachings, structures, traditions, laws and
theologies continues to evolve,
For example, today there are groups of people living in
poverty in under-developed countries who have formed
Small Christian Communities in order to reflect upon their
situation and life experiences in conversation with the
Christian religiOUS tradition, They read the Christian
Scr! ptu res from a social justice perspective and are
developing their own theologies of liberation from poverty
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and political oppression (Gutierrez. 1973; Boff. 1986;
O'Halloran, 1991). Simlla rly, other theologies of liberation
are being developed by feminist Christians in response to
their experiences of patriarchal societies. With subordinate
groups such as these invoking 'collective memories of
resistance' in the struggle to 'reclaim their histories and
collective voices' (Giroux, 1994, p. 14), the ongoing religious
traditioning process is both ensured and challenged.
One thing that becomes evident from such an
understanding of the religious traditioning process is that
readings of religious experience and the development of
religious beliefs/ practices do not take place outside of culture;
they emerge ,vithin given socio·cultu ral and historical
contexts. Streng says, '[R] eligion, like any other human
expression, is conditioned by historical, social. economic and
political forces' (1985, p. 5). It is. in other words, a part of
culture: it has an effect on culture and is affected by culture.
Hence it is not helpful for teachers of religion to dismiss the
Christian religious tradition as being beyond the bounds of
cultural critique: 'too "innocent" to be worthy of political
analyses' (Giroux: speaking about the Disney Company, 1994,
p. 28). Nor is it helpful for teachers of religion to ignore
difference as heard in the mUltiplicity of ,"oices/ perspectives
found within the Christian tradition.

Difference: Hearing and respecting multiple voices
In today's Western societies individualism and difference
are somewhat accepted and respected at the level of a
person's right to be w'ho theyw'ant to be. But. as Giroux notes:
'difference ... is also about social movements, collective
memories of resistance, and the struggle on the part of
subordinate groups to reclaim their histories and collective
voices' (1994, p. 14). Al this level, there is often reluctance to
acknowledge that mainstream representations and dominant
narratives advantage those with racial, social, cultural and
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religious power/privilege at the expense of the hierarchically
subordinated whose counter-narratives are silenced and
rendered invisible.
Rather than accept the dominant voice as the only voice,
there is a need to seek out and value the multiple voices of
interpretation present within the ongoing Christian religious
traditioning process. Over time, some Christian narratives
have become dominant, displacing and silencing other stories
or counter-narratives present within the tradition. This has
made it increasingly difficult to hear and respect difference.
An illustration of this is that over thousands of years peop Ie
have used different language and mul ti pie images to describe/
representtheir experiences of God. Within theJudeo-Christian
tradition, many of these different representations of God are
to be found in scriptural texts. However, some of these (for
instance: lord, king, mighty warrior, rock) are more familiar
to today' s Christians than others ,vhich have been su ppressed
and marginali sed by do minant Chri s!ian disco u rses. These
include: God as birth-mother (Deuteronomy 32:18b); God as
mid-wife (Psalm 22:9); God as a woman in labour (Isaiah
42:14b); God as woman of wisdom (Proverbs 9:1-2); Jesus as
mother hen (JI..latthew 23:37).
When Moses asked to be told God's name, the reply ,",vas
EHYHwhich means 'I am who 1 am' or 'I will be who I will
be' (Exodus 3:14. The third person form of this word - YHlVH
- became the enduring and unutterable name for God within
the Jewish tradition). This name signifies a God who cannot
be fully understood or accurately represented by human
language and imaging. Teachers of religion need to alert
students to the mystery that is God and to the limitations of
human language and metaphors for God. Teachers also have
opportunities to raise students' critical awareness of both the
multiple God images found within the tradition and of the
political motivations and consequences of focusing, for example,
only on male representations of God (ef Giroux, 1994, pp. 3-6).
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However, it is not only in relation to representations of
God that work is being done to reclaim losl voices from within
the C hri stian trad ition (tv1c Fague, 1987; Johnson, 1986, 1992),
for conlem porary biblical scholarship is very active in
addressing this need in relation to reading/interpreting
scriptural texts (Schussler Fiorenza, 1983, 1992, 1996;
Waimvright, 1991; Segovia and Tolbert, 1995). Teachers need
to be aware of recent insights from this scho Iars hip and to
encourage students to ask different questions of scri plural texts.

Reading scriptural texts
Giroux points out that 'shifting contexts give an image
different meanings' and he explains how dehistoricizingand
decontextualizing a text may cause it to appear ideologically
innocent and lead to depoliticized readings (1994, p. 17).
Moreover, meanings are produced by the reader and 'are, in
part, formed within wider social and cultural determinations
that propose a range of reading practices [hat are privileged
within power relations of dominance and subordination'
(1994, p.19). Readers' experiences-historical and socialshape their readings of a tex!. Hence, rather than accept a
text and authoritative or popular readings of it at face value,
the text's context and the reader's context need to be identified
as shaping meanings given to the text.
For a long lime the key objective of biblical scholarship was
to discover a text's 'true meaning'. For instance, Waim'i/right
and Ivlonro note:
T,~f'

biblira1 scholarship of post-Enlightenment modernUy was

maracrf'[jsed by a search for the meaning of a text. In mainstre-am biblical

scholarship for al least a (elU my an d a half. the met fwd to _"..-je Id lhe
mE'aniIlg (Jf the text 1-~'-as iIi5 todral r rUidsm (1999. p. 80).

Historical-critical studies are author-centred, focusing on
aspects of [he production phase ohhe text including the text's
preliterary oral traditioning. Historical criticism explores
issues such as the possible date and place of a text's origin,
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whethe r or not there are d ifferent literary styles in use. and
wha t the words may have meant in thei r original context.
These methods sought an answer to the question: what did
the text mean? However. other pressing questions have
surfaced within biblical scholarship more recently.

Asking different questions
Over the last fifteen to twenty years. additional methods
of biblical scholarship have developed. These include:
• socio-cultural methods which also focus on the author
or production phase of the text but draw on models/
methods from cultural anthopology and sociology
(Rhoads. 1992; Elliot. 1993; Osiek. 1992; Malina. 1993a.
1993b; Malina & Rohrbaugh. 1992; Pilch and Malina.
1993)
• narrative or literary critical methods which focus on
the product - the text itself as a literary unit (Mal bon,
1992, 1994; Powell. 1990; Rhoads & Michie, 1982;
Anderson, 1985, 1994)
• reader-response methods which. as Yee (1995, p. 110)
says: 'locate meaning in the experience of the reader
and his or he r consumption of the text' (F ow ler. 1992;
C avalcanti. 1995).
Along with these new methods that focus not only on the
production phase of the text and its original first-century context,
bu t on the actual textitself and the reader. there has developed
an awareness and acknowledgment of perspective. This has seen
an acknow led gment that all methods involve readers making
meaning of a text from a particular point of vie'N, using a specific
hermeneutic (interpretative lens). Every text and interpretation
of a text involves a reader and is an act of meaning-making
from that person's perspective. In Segovia's 'Nords: 'Meaning
emerges ... as the result of an encou nter between a socially and
historically conditioned text and a socially and historically
conditloned reader' (1995, p. 8; see also Giroux, 1994, p. 17).
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Narrative and reader-response biblical criticisms in
particular have posed questions directed towards discovery
of the underlying perspectives present in the text/ reading and
the effects ofthese on the reader. As well as seeking meaning/
understanding by asking 'what does the text meanT. scholars
are now seeking meaning/effect by asking 'how does the text
mean? (M a Ibon. 1992). Rhetorical issues and questions are
raised about the sorts of discourses being used. the reasons
for these. the effects of employing certain narrative techniques
in particular ways. the underlying ideologies impliCit in the
text. the power relalio ns evoked a nd endorsed by the text. and
so forth. Some specific questions that might be asked are: How
does the text draw the reader into identifying with certain
characters? Whose poi nt of vi ew is being presented here? Who
is being silenced by the text: how and why?
These questions raise the issue of the text's political
motivations and repercussions. Since. as Giroux says, 'specific
contexts privilege some readings over others' (1994, p. 19), it
is important to examine the political dynamics of scriptural
texts and raise awareness of who/what is being privileged at
whose/what expense. Hence. as Yee indicates, it is necessary
to frame the question of meaning ,vithin relations of discourse
and power, and to pose the q u estio n: 'What are the social
locations of power that make meaning possible in the
pmducUon ofmeaning in the text itself and in the consumption of
meaning by the reader' (1995, p. 117. author's emphasis).
In conduding her article Yee offers a challenge to biblical
scholars which is worthy of consideration by teachers of
religion in relation to pedagogical strategies:
A crWra-l cask in biblical exegeSiS is de\.'eloping a rheo-retical frillnel.1j.'ork
that encompasses a1) three component5, J'Ulhor,

reXl,

and reader, as they

bridge the fis5ures among lIlt auth or (bmad(,.., defined ro irlelude e. . .eo'one
and e~"f'!J'lhjng im'oh",f'd in the pmductiOlJ of the texc), the autonomous
texl, and (he specHic reader, allllJree in their hislOrical 5pedficiljes of
gender, race, da55, and reUgjDlJ. 'AJeaning' and 'lnI[h' in the biblical
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text im'oi'I,.'e a dynamic interplay among rhesr three, ~i,:ith pc1o\'er as the
pivo(al variable. 'J\Je..anjng· and 'truth' mU5 t be crWcaJly analyzed to
delennille rhe-anS\i'er to the question: U'hose meaning rlnd \-\-·hose- truth?
(Yee. 1995, p. 118).

Multiple readings of scriptural texts
/I"lostly. individual biblical scholarslreaders do not
attempt to offer readings which cover all methods and
perspectives: they choose a method of enquiry as well as a
hermeneu tical pers pecti ve. It is im portant then that scholars /
readers acknowledge their choices and recognise that these
choices set limits.
One reader may combine a text-focused narrative/literary
method 'with a social justice hermeneutic as Beck (1996) does.
Another reader might use an author-centred historical-critical
method together with a male-centred outlook as a large
number of biblical scholars have done over the years. Others
may choose to combine narrative and reader-response
methods in conjunction with a feminist hermeneutic as I have
done below. The choices are wide-ranging, and with new
methods. perspectives and questions emerging all the time,
m ultf pIe m eanings/ interpretations of sri p tural texts co- exist.
Consequently, it is no longer relevant to speak of the meaning
of a text:
There is no longer i:l reader ~\-'ho uses the method of reading the text tofind the meaning of that text The muIHplicWes. c(JmplexWes and
ambigrJities of text, reader. hjswry and mNhod are exposoo for all
inlerpret<Hj\'f~ communities. Such J de\o'elopment may pWI,o'ide a less
stable place far biblical schvJ<Jrship. Bur perhaps such unst<Jbl, places
are more 'truthful' pOSitions for imerpret.1H . .·e- communWes concerned
with the faithful reading of their sacred rexl (Wainwright & Monro,
1999, p. 92).

Am biguities and multiple meanings may also bring
uncertainty and insecurity to some teachers and students,
but it is an honest uncertainty that recognises the plurality
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of voices constituting the tradition and the plurality of
perspectives from which the tradition continues to be
interpreted. Hence, in working with students on scriptural
texts, it is important for teachers of religion to make sure that
the more commonly asked question 'what does the text
meanT is positioned alongside the equally significant
questions .how does the text mean?' and 'w hose meaning
and whose truthT
In the course Religious experience and texts (2000). three
different readings of the last chapters of the Gospel according
to Mark are offered as illustrations of how scriptural texts
can be read from different perspectives and interrogated
using different questions. One of these is included here. It is
a feminist reading \Nhich models the type of analysis that
students could undenake if they chose to employ narrative
and reader-response methods together with a feminist
hermeneutic.

A feminist interrogation of the Gospel according to
Mark
Because it is vital to ackno\Nledge one's perspective, I
begin this section by declaring the key elements of my OINn
hermeneutic.

Acknowledging my perspective
Iv!y readings are undoubtedly influenced by a bias of
religious faith. ! ,vas brought up in the Catholic tradition of
the Christian faith, attended Catholic schools, and as an adult
I have taken a keen interest in religious !theological
teachings and practices, In addition, my readings are
influenced by the position of privilege that I occupy because
I am white, middle-class, from a European/Australian
background. I also enjoy the privilege of a good education
and of being an academic employee of Central Queensland
University. However, I have experienced the disadvantage
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of being a woman in a society and in a church whose
ideologies and structures have favoured men over women.
These factors all co ntri bu te to the f emini st her m eneu Ii cal
perspective that shapes my reading of scriptural texts. In
the readings of Mark's Gospel that I present forthwith, I
draw on elements of both narrative critical and readerresponse methods of biblical scholarship.

Reading Mark's Gospel through a feminist henneneutical lens
In the Marean narrative something extraordinary is
recounted near the gospel's completion. It is narrated
immediately after the story of the death of the main character,
Jesus, and is a totally unexpected twist in the storyline. I am
not talking about the discovery of the empty 10mb which the
author most likely intended as an unexpected twist. I am
talking about a probably unintended, unexpected t,vist: more
of an afterthought really_ The story says:
There ~-L-'f'ff' al50 ~",'omen lookjng on (rom .a djstance: among them Wf're
Mary M agdalrnr, and Mary thr mother of james the younger and of
Joses . .and S.alome. Thrse used to folJovr' him .and prO\·'ided for him u'heu

he lyaS in G,d i/ee: and rhere \i'-ere many other women ~dlO had rome up
with him to JerusaJem (Mark 15:4D-41.).'

The lvlarcan story has nearly ended before we read:
• that there were women - many women,
• who [al1awed Jesus - the same Greek word is used
when Simon, Andrew, James and John fol1ow Jesus
(Mk I: 18 & 20, see also 8:34),
• who provided [or Jesus - this Greek word is usually
translated as 'serve' and is what Jesus asks of his
followers (Mk 9:35) and does himself (Hl:43) ,
• and who travelled with Jesu s to J eru sa lem.
These actio ns 0 f [ol1owing and sen'ing Jesus are the actions
required of disci pIes, and women had been do ing these actions,
for very early in the Marean story the reader is told that Simon's
mother-in-law ser\!ed Jesus. This prompts me to consider if
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there were politically motivated ideological reasons for the
Marcan author not overtly id entifying these worne n as disciples
throughout the whole story (ef Giroux, 1994, pp. 3-6).
Femini st bibli cal scholars have argued co nvincingly that
this occurred because of the androcentric worldview and
patriarchal structures that predominated at the lime when the
/I,·larcan story was being told and retold. Those with more
inlluence in first-century !vlediterranean cultures were men,
and their interests were substa ntially reflected in what was
retained in the story's written form. Male world views came to
be accept ed as universal and natural: the norm. This masked
the fact that women's perspectives existed and were not being
valued. However, feminist readings of biblical texts value the
silenced voices of women in the text, as is demonstrated in the
following readings of Mark 14:3-9 and 16: 1-8 which begin with
a look at the literary context of these gospel stories.

Mark 14:3-9 and 16:1-8
Literary con text
The t,vo selected stories (Mk 14:3-9 and 16: 1-8) are found
at the beginning and end of the concluding section of Mark's
Gospel (chs 14-15).' The setting for these chapters is Jerusalem.
The plot centres on the arrest, trial and death of Jesus. These
main events are not entirely unexpected given that the story
prepares the reader for them with three paSSion predictions
which Jesus announces to the disciples (8:31, 9:30, 10:33-34).
It is possible that present -day readers might not imagine
\·vomen being members of this discipleship group, for the
first thirteenlvlarcan chapters do not explicitly name women
as disciples. Simon's mother-in-law (1:29-31) gives a service
to Je5us that justifiably can be claimed as diSCipleship service
and was probably recognised as such by a first -century
audience. However. lhi5 is not as obvious to contemporary
audiences. Just a5 'shifting contexts give an image different
meanings' (Giroux. 1994, p. 17), in translation and over an
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extended time frame, words may lose their full range of
possible connotations, The translation of the verb, diakonein,
as 'served' is an example of this loss, because it is no longer
obviously recognisable as a signifier of discipleship,
Apart from the story of Simon's mother-In-law, the first
thirteen chapters of Mark's Gospel tell about a woman with
a hemorrhage who is healed by Jesus (5:25-34), a young
woman who is restored to life by Jesus (5:21-24 and 35-43), a
woman who demands the death of John the baptizer (6: 14,
29), a Syrophoenician woman who challenges Jesus' bias
against Gentiles (7:24-30), and a widow who contributes all
she has to live on to the temple treasury (12:41,44), The only
woman named in the first thirteen cha pt ers of the Marcan text
is Herodias, and the only women who are given speech are
the woman with the hemorrhage and the Syrophoenician
woman, It is also v,'orth noting here that the mother of Jesus is
mentioned briefly only twice in the whole of the Marean text.
and that '...!ark's story gives no account of the birth of Jesus,

Mark 14:3-9
Early in these last chapters of Mark's story the reader
meets a woman who anoints Jesus in readiness for burial
(14:3-9), The woman has access to expensive items so it is
likely that she is financially secure, She is given no name
and does not speak, However, the woman displays initiative
and pours expensive ointment on the head of Jesus, Her
action sparks anger in some people who scold her, but she
is defended by Jesus who not only commends her gesture
but reassures those present that 'what she has done wi/J be
told in memoryolher' (l4:9b), Nowhere else in this story does
Jesus offer a similar reassurance about anyone, male or
female,
This text raises two issues for me, Firstly, I am left
wondering why this action was considered to be 'worthy of
remembrance by Jesus, Was it a special anointing like the
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anointings that set people apart to perfonn special roles (as
happened with priests. prophets and kings)? Indeed kings
were anointed by prophets. No other anointing of Jesus is
reported, yet Jesus has been recognised as the Messiah (8:29)
and he admits that he is the Messiah (14 :62). Messiah
{Hebrew}, like the word Christ (Greek). means the anointed
one. Is this woman a prophet? Does the action of a nameless
woman-prophet confirm that Jesus is the Messiah?
Secondly, I am prompted to ask why it is that I had never
noticed this text's existence before feminist biblical scholars
drew my attention to it. It is a truly significant text: a story
that needs to be told in memory of her. A review of the
Catholic Church's lectionary' shows that this slory is read
at Sunday Mass only once every three years. It is not read
as a story on its own bUI is included as part of the long
Gospel read on Passion (Palm) Sunday every third year.
Consequently, this text is not usually the focus of homilies.
Moreover, a similar story told in llilatthew's Gospel (26: 613) is not included in the Catholic lectionary at all. So it
appears that this story is nor being told in Catholic churches
in memory of this \""oman.

Mark 16:1·8
A lillIe later in ",·-Iark's story, three women attempt the
ritual anOinting of Jesus' body: the type of anointing usually
performed by women. They are named: I\·-Iary Magdalene,
Mary (mother of James) and Salome. Earlier, the story tells
us that these women were there 'with other women when
Jesus ,vas crucified (15:40-41), and that the t\NO Marys had
seen where Jesus' body was laid (15:47). The slOry does not
mention that any of the male disciples were at any of these
events. Only the women disciples were with Jesus when he
most needed the support and courage of friends.
However, the story ends with the \·\·'omen disciples
failing to do what was asked of them by the 'young man'
in a 'white robe' (Mk 16:5·8). The Marean author has these
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courageous women fail in the end. But was this the same
type of failure as the male disciples displayed? The women
did all they could for Jesus while he was living among
them: they followed his teachings. served/provided for
him. and travelled with him. They did not abandon Jesus
when the situation became life-threatening. Their
commitment to the person, Jesus, did not fail. But they
were unprepared for a meeting with a white· robed
stra n ger w hose a n no u ncement to th em abou t I he
resurrection of Jesus (Mk 16:6-7) was totally unexpected
and awesome.
This leaves me asking another question: why this
ending? It may have been a rhetorical device to stir the
audience into action themselves. Since both the women and
the men failed, it was now up to the first-century lisleners
to go out and tell others the 'good news' about Jesus (see,
for example, Dewey, 1994, p.507; Myers et aI, 1996, p. 208;
Rhoads and Michie, 1982, p. 140; Tolbert, 1992, p. 274). Or,
as Dewey (1994, p. 507) also points out, this ending may
have been used to reinforce Mark's theology that, while
disciples of Jesus do fail, failure does not prevent one from
being a disciple. Yet! cannot help but wonder if it may nol
have been a Ivlarcan device to soften bruised male egos. And
there is another related question that I keep in mind here: if
the women had failed to say anything to anyone, how would
the members of the Marean community, including the
author of the text, know about these events? I leave you 10
consider your responses to these questions, and to identify
other issues that these questions and Ihe Marean text itself
raise for you.

Conclusion
The critical pedagogical approach I adopted in Religious
Experience and Texts {ZOOa} and have d ra wn on in th is paper
highlights Chris tian religious traditioning as an ongOing process
that is socio·culturally and historically coded: therefore it is
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not ideologically and politically innocent or neutraL This
course critiques ideologies underpinning the production of
scriptural texts and the institutionally endorsed readings/
interpretations given to these texts throughout Christianity's
history,
Moreover, the course invites students to hear and value
the m u ltiplicily of voices found within the Christian tradition,
Recently, the importance of recognising mUltiple perspectives
within religious traditions has been highlighted on a global
scale in wake of the September 11 (20D!) attacks on America.
At this global level. the dangers and injustices associated with
interpreting religious traditions monolithically are becoming
increasingly apparent. However. full appreciation of the
nuanced differences that are and have always been present
within the Christian religious tradition still needs to be
achieved.
The critical pedagogical approach I have employed
challenges teachers and students to respect difference by
listening for the suppressed voices present \vithin the
Christian tradition and by acknowledging the hermeneutical
perspective which shapes their readings of scriptural texts.
By encouraging students to ask different questions of the
Christian Scriptures. this critical pedagogical approach
facilitates the exposition of political agendas and power
relations assumed and evoked by/within them.
The employment of similar critical pedagogies in
secondary and tertiary religious education sites will raise
critical awareness - among students and teachers - of the
Christi an tr ad iti oni ng proc ess as being both ongoing and
contextually-constructed. Moreover, being critically aware of
these insights, teachers, students and those with whom they
interact are likely to be beller positioned to welcome the
challenge of being/becoming active and just contributors to
a Christian traditioning process that is still evolving.
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Endnotes
I I gratefully acknowledge significant contributions to the course
by Dr Elai ne Wainwright and M r Jim Ha nley.
2 Biblical translations are from the New Revised Standard Vers ion.
3 I agree with most biblical scholars who accept verse 8 of chapter
16 as the original ending of the GospeL
4 The lectionary contains the scriptural texts proclaimed at
Catholic liturgies.
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